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On a Sufficient Condition for Well-posedness
of Weakly Hyperbolic Cauchy Problems

By

Reiko SAKAMOTO*

Already, we have good results on this theme for 2-nd order

equations ([!]). Recently, we have also many results for higher order

equations with smooth characteristic roots ( [2] , [3] ) .

In this paper, we consider only weakly hyperbolic equations with

double characteristic roots at most, which may be non-smooth.

Chapter I. Energy Inequalities

§ I. Condition (A)

Let us consider the Cauchy problem:

A(t,x'\Dt,D'x)u=f(t9x') in {t> 0, x' e Rn} ,

= UJ(X') 0/ = 0 , l , - ,w-l) in {

, ~ 1 9 n, /I 9 1 d \ Awhere Dt = — — , -Dx= { — — — , • • • , -- and
i at \ i dxl i oxj

Now we denote

A,(*,^ ' ; r , f /)= 2 at,(t,x')tte"',
i+\v\=m

Al(t,x';t,n= E at,(t,x>)rt",
i-r\v\=m-l

then our consideration will be based on the assumption on AQ:
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Condition (A) .

(A.I) aiv(t9jc') are smooth and constant outside a ball in Rn+1.

(A. 2) AQ is hyperbolic -with respect to r, that is,

AQ(t,x'; 1,0) =^0,

AQ (t, x' ; t', f 0 ^0 /or Im r^O, £' e IP.

(A. 3) Roots of AQ (t, xf ; r, £ ') = 0 wz£/z respect to r

Jwife /or (*, ^, ?0 eJJn+1x (Hn- {0}).

For convenience, we denote

X= (t, X'} = U, X,, • • - , Xn), 1= (7, f) = (t0, ft, -, ft,),

X' = O, I') s R"*1 x (JJB - {0} ) , X = (r, X') ,

and we assume A0(.r; 1, 0) =1. We denote

In the following, let us consider the behaviour of characteristic roots

'Ci(X
/) at X'=X'o and in its small neighbourhood U. We may assume

are distinct each other, and

^TO-a+iC-X'o) =Ti(Xj), • • • , rm(Xj) =r d(Xo)«

Then, there exists a neighbourhood [7 of X'=X'0, where

(i) H t (X) = (r - r, (X') ) (r - rm_ i+i (X') )

where ai(X
/) and &(X') are real-valued smooth function and ft(-X"x)

(ii) rf(-X"7) (i = d+I9 -'9 m — d) are real-valued smooth functions

Now, we denote

A«(X)=r-r l(X /)=r-a l(X /) (» = rf + i, .... m-d),

then

are distinct, real-valued and smooth functions in U. Hence, we denote
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then these m polynomials with respect to r with smooth coefficients

defined in U make a base of the linear space of polynomials of order

less than i?i with respect to r.

Now we proceed to the next step, assuming U = Rn+1 X (Rn — {0}),

which will he justified in Section 5. Then we have smooth decomposi-

tions of A0 (X) :

AQ (X) -= H< (X) P't (X) (z = 1, • • ;d) ,

for X'e^^X (Un- {0}), therefore we have decompositions of A(D)

= A(x,D):

Lemma 1.1.

(i) A(D)=Hi

zvhere

8< (D) = (Dt-

a{(D'~) =a,(D') +0^(D') (aK^O : homogeneous of degree 0),

/9«(D') =A(D') +/9J(D') 091 (X7) : homogeneous of degree I),

Pi (D~) = P.' (D) + P,'1 (£>) (P^1 (X) : homogeneous of degree m-3).

(ii)

-rvhere

(D7) =oi(D
/) +c^(Z)/) (aKX7) : homogeneous of degree 0) ,

< (D) - Pf (D) -f P{ (D) (P{ (X) : homogeneous of degree m - 2).
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Notation 1. {{m — 2}} means an operator of order not greater than

m-~2.

Notation 2. Homogeneous of degree k means homogeneous of

degree k with respect to $ = (f, f) , which is a polynomial of degree not

greater than k with respect to r.

Proof of (i) . Let a(D)°b(D) be a singular integral operator with

simbol a(X')b(X)9 then we have

- 2}} ,

where

Therefore we have

A CD) = ̂  (Z)) PI (Z)) + Z?, (.D) + {{m - 2}} ,

where

R, (X) - A, (X) - (D,Jf 0 (X) (9,PJ) (X) .

Using the representation of ^(X) by {P^-X) 0" = 1, - - - , rf), Py

(j = l, • • • , m — cT)}, we have

O P, (X) + rf{ (X'-} P'{ (X) + St (X) Ht (X) ,

where ^(X7), ^(X7), St(X) are smooth and homogeneous. Hence we

have

A (D) = {Hf (D) + ct (D'} oh{ (D) + d, (D'

)}+

(Z)') oAs
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= A, (D) + C| (DO - (& (DO - dt (DO

DO o (5.A.) (DO)} {A' (D) + S(

£>)+«*» -2}},

where

#, (D) = A, (D) 2 - & (DO , A, (D) = D£ - a, (DO ,

5, (DO = ̂  (DO -^U (DO,
£

&(£>') = &(D') -<*,(£>') + (D,Af) (DO o (0.A.) (DO,

Proof of (ii) . Since

= hi (D) Pf (D) - (Dt AO (DO ° (9,P4) (D) + {{™ - 2}} ,

we have

^ (D) = ht (D) P4 (D) + R< (D) + {{m - 2}} ,

where

2?f (X) = A, (X) - (D^ (X) (9,Pf) (X) .

Using the representation of Rt(X) by {Py (j = 1, - • - , d) 9 Pj (j = 1, • • - ,

w — rf)}, we have

Rt (X) = ct (X') P, (X) + 5, (X) h{ (X) ,

where ci(X
/\ Si(X^) are smooth and homogeneous. Hence we have

where

A€ (D) = A - af (DO , af (DO = «« (DO - ct (DO ,
Q.E.D.
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§ 2. H (D) and Green's Formulas

Let

H (D) = (Dt - a (£>')) 2 - /? (£>')= A (£>) 2 -£(£>')

be one of {ff^(Z))}i=1>...(d in § 1. At first, we consider

where j8(X')>0 is homogeneous of degree 2 and /?1(X/) is homogeneous

of degree 1. In the following, we present a sufficient condition for

$(£)') to be a positive operator:

ReG8(Z>>, «) *,«.,> -CINIW.) .

Lemma 2, 1. Le£ ?^5 assume

CD tfOT^i^c*')2
y=i

-where bj(X') are smooth real-valued functions,

(ii) Re/?1 (X')^O mod6(X7),

zvhere ck(X
/') are smooth.

Then there exist c^>0 and C>0

Remark. If

{^TO.-.^TO}
are linearly independent, then (ii) is equivalent to one of the following:

(ii)' Re/91(.Y /)=0

(ii)" \Rep(X'
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In fact, there exist smooth functions

6/(X') = (^+1(X'),-,^+i(X/)),

where b f ( X f , ~ ) = 0 and

{9iA,(Xl),-,9i*t.+i(X;)>

are linearly independent. Let f(X'} be a smooth function, then

f(X") =f(X' (b, 60) =f(X' (0, 6') ) + 11 *) (&, 60 *,

Therefore

is equivalent to

/(X')=0 on

that is,

Proof. Since

*y (DO =^(^>0 + OW,-) (-DO +«-!}} ,
we have

= S *y (-DO 2 - 1] (D^,) (DO o (dfbf) (DO + {{0}}

= S A? (DO *, (DO - H (Df9^,) (DO °b, (DO

-I] (D,*y) (DO o (dj,,) (DO +{{0}}

= H VI (DO A, (DO - ~ (PM (DO + {{0}} .

Then we have from the assumption (ii)
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= 2 *? CD') ̂  (£>') + /31 (£>')- WJS) (ZX) + {{0}}

= i] a? (zr ) 6, (D') + 1] c, (DO 6, (zx) + id CD') + {{o>} .
(J<X); real)

Hence we have

Next, we consider

Lemma 2. 2 (Green's formula) . Let us assume

(ii) ^(^') -D t9j9(X')=0 mod
£

(iii) {A(X),^(X')}=0 mod 6(X'),

, iy (X') } = (Deh) (X'~) QJ,, (X') - D(bj

Then tve have

(H (D)u,h (D) a) - (A (£)) «, H (D) a)

where

Proof. From the assumptions (i) and (ii), we have

(Hu, hu} - (hu, Hu}

= i((Dt-a)hu,hu')-(hu, (Dt-a)hti)}

Q.E.D.
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.7=1

From the assumption (iii) , we have

\\ + \\u\\},
^=1

therefore

N

X] {(bjU9 bjhu) — (bjhu, bjii,}}

Corollary. There exists ]'0>0 5«6*/i ^/ia^ /or 7>^

+ T [e-^{\\hu(f)f + J:\\
Jo j=i

+ CJ— J^-^H^ttCO \\2dt+ ^e-*«\\u(fy fdt\.

Proof. In general, we have

= -»• «-"r'/(0-/(o)+2r

Let us multiply the both sides of green's formula in Lemma 2. 2 by

ie~*rt and integrate them, then we have

ri ~ ~
Jo '

~ - (0 H2 +II \\bjU (0 ||2} - {||hu (0) ||2 + £; \\b,u (0) ||2}
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&
+2T Jo j=i

where

Finally, we consider of

h (£>) = Dt - a (£>') , a (£>') - a (£>') + a1 (£>') ,

where a(X') is real-valued and homogeneous of degree 1 and al(X'}

is homogeneous of degree 0. Then we have

(hu, u} - (u, Jiu) = ((Dt — a)u, u} — (u, (Dt — a)u}

where

Hence \ve have

Lemma 2. 3. There exists f0>0 such that for f

f'
Jo

c n 21 ~_ u ^ j^e

Here we have from the corollary of Lemma 2. 2 and Lemma 2. 3

Proposition 2. 4. Le£ us assume the conditions (i) ̂  (iii) stated

in Lemma 2.2, £/i£?z there exists TQ>® such that for
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, 1

§ 3. Condition (B)

Let the decomposition of AQ(X) at X'=X'Q be

where

Condition (B) . It holds in a ncighhorhood of X'a for i — \,

(B.I) /9«(X')=2^ i )CX') !,
y=]

(B. 2) L, (a, (X') , A") -0 mod 6« (X') ,

= A, (X) - (Z?^, A.) (A')
/j

(B. 3) {A, (X) , ij" (X') } ̂ 0 mod 6« (X') 0" = 1, • • -, Nj ,

(B. 4) {6J« (X'} , bf (X') } =0 mod &"> (X') (j, k = 1, • • -, M) .

Lemma 3. 1. (B. 2) 75 equivalent to

Let (X') =/9J (X') - ±-D$Jt (X') =0 mod &« (X') .
£

Proof. Since

A (D) = A0 (D) + A: (U) + {{m - 2}} = H, (Z>) ̂  (D) + {{m - 2}}

= Ht(D) °P't (D) + {H\(D~} oPi (D) +H,(D) oPj'(Z))

+ Df H4 (D) o9xp^ (D) } + {{W - 2}} ,

where
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fft(D) =Ht(U) +H\(D) +{{0}}

(£>')}+{{<)}},

r (D) + {{m - 4}} ,

we have

A, (X) = HI (X) P'f (X} + Ht (X) P'< ' (X) + D(Ht (X) dxP< (X) .

Hence we have

LA (X) = A, (X) - ~DedxA0 (X)
£i

= H\ (X) P\ (X) + Ht

+ (dxHt) (X) (DfPO (X)

therefore

LA (a, (X'),X')^ H\ (at (X'} , X'}

- D,dxHl (at (x'),X') Pi (a{ (X') ,

mod fc^CX7). Q-E.D.

Now, for examples, let us consider A with constant coefficients. Of

course, (B. 3) and (B. 4) are trivially satisfied. When (B. 1) is satisfied,

(B. 2) is stated as

Ai («• (O.O-O mod fcW(£'),

that is,

/9J(f')=0 mod &»(£')•
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We shall see that A (r, £') is hyperbolic with respect to r if and only

if

In fact, we know that A (r, £') is hyperbolic with respect to r, if and

only if ([4])

(*) | A, (r, f ') I <— ^— Ao (r, O I f or Im r =£0 , £' e JR» .
| Imr|

Let us denote

A! (r, £') = !>,. (£') ^y (^ £') + 1] ̂  (I' ) /*, (r, £') (^ = - ft.) .
y=i /=i

Since

H,(r, n = {(Re r-o^CO)1-/?*^) - dm r)2}

we have

H,(r, ?') |>c|Im r

Therefore (*) is equivalent to

that is,

Hence we may say that (B. 2) is an almost necessary condition for A.

to be hyperbolic in constant coefficient case. In fact, if

are linearly independent, (B. 2) is really necessary for A to be hyper-

bolic.

Lemma 3. 2. Let
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then (B. 2), (B. 3), (B. 4) are equivalent to

(B.2)' LA(at(X'},X")^Q mod B^(X"),

(B.3)' {ht(X-),Bf(X^}^Q mod B<*>(X') O' = l,

')}^ mod B^CX') (j,

(i) Let

then

Hence,

/(Xx)^0 mod

is equivalent to

7=0 mod

'} mod

(iii) {bf (X') , ̂ £) (X') } = £

mod B^CX'). Q-E.D.

Lemma 3. 3, Let us consider a special case when

and

a<(X')=0 mod 6(X/) = (^(^/)5»(O)^»-i,...,jr.

Then, (B.3) and (B.4) are satisfied. Moreover (B. 2 ) 4 f s equivalent
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to

Ai(0,X7)sO mod fcCX"').

Proof. Since

M

we have

9'x&i = ̂ dx{<Pjk(X'^Cj(x'')}Bk(£'')=0 mod H(f')?

dtOt = S 9^y* (X') £T, (*') 5, (f7) =0 mod & (*', f 0 .

Hence

= - {a€, c,-5fc}

and

= A> (0, X') —- (^f9,^) (0, X') PI (0, X'),

where

mod b . Q.E.D.

Example 1. Let

that is,

Then, (B. 3) and (B. 4) are satisfied, owing to Lemma 3. 3. Let
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then (B. 2) is equivalent to

Example 2. Let

= {r2- cin2+ cif i4-c<x)2(?i4+?2
4)]V

Then, A0 = 0 has a unique double root r=0 at c (V)2(£i4 + ?24) =0.

(B. 3) and (B. 4) are satisfied, owing to Lemma 3. 3. Let

A, = a, (*, *') r3 + a, (*, x' , $' ) r2 + «2 (/, < f ' ) r +

then (B. 2) is equivalent to

Example 3. Let the characteristic roots of A0 be smooth and

at most. Let

where A(Xj)=,«(^o), then

where

Hence, (B. 1) is satisfied by setting

Then, (B. 2) means

A, (A (X') , X') - {D, (r - A (Z') ) 9, (r
£i
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X — d2
TA0(^.(X'-),X'')=Q mod l(X'-)-[i(X"),

£j

that is,

+ 9? A (X') 9^ (X') + 9^ (X') 9

X— 9?A,(A(X /),-X")=0 mod

(B. 3) means

')}-0 mod

that is,

mod

Moreover, (B. 2) and (B. 3) are equivalent to

X— SJA.UCXO.XO—O mod

X— ̂ .(ACXO.XO^O mod
£j

§ 40 Energy Inequalities

Already, we have had in Section 1

H{ (£>) P< (D) H- {{m - 2}} (i = 1, - - ., d) ,

^(D)P,(D) +{{m-2}} (i = d + l, .-., m-d),

by the simplification of U = Rn+1 X (Rn — {0}) . Now, we assume
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conditions (B. 1) ~ (B. 3) , then we can apply results in Section 2.

Lemma 4. 1. There exist 7Y>0 and C>0 such that for

r fV
Jo

+ e-*»\\\u (0 Hi., + r 21« (0 ||i_^ ,

Rema?~k. Let Q(X) be homogeneous of degree w — 1 and

Q (a, (X') , X') ^0 mod 6« (X') (f = 1, . - ., d) ,

then we have

Proof. We apply the corollary of Lemma 2. 2 to

A (D) « = H4 (D) P,' (D) « + {{m - 2}}u (i = 1, - • -, d) ,

then we have

.7=1

7=1

JA- fV^||A«(O
I Y J°

On the other hand, we apply Lemma 2. 3 to
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A(D)u = Jii(D}Pi(D}u-}-{{m~2}}u (i = d + I, • • • , m-d),

then we have

rV^(||A^Jor
We have only to remark

ht (£>) P't (Z>) = P, (D) + {{m - 2}} (z = 1, • • •

if (D') Pi (D) = if (Z)') P't (Z>) + {-{TO - 2}}

Q.E.D.

Since dtAQ(X) is strictly hyperbolic, we have

Lemma 4. 2.

<C

Here we remark that

ft ni-2

e-T« V]
JO fc=0

+ r
/*t

Jo

sV2^-1-*5!!!" (0)||||)+1-
t=o - o

m — d

I] Pt

then we have

Proposition 4.3. Let us assume condition (B. 1) ~(B. 3), then

there exist r0>0 and C>0 such that for
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Let us denote

then we have

Corollary.

r^-^IIIW + rt-^COIIIUi+r' I e-^\\\(A + T)~^

i n _2r i
f Jo r

Proof. Since

where ai(X'} is homogeneous of degree z, we have

r2 1| (A + r) -'-or1* II 2<c r2 { 11 (^ + r) -'A (£>) « II 2 + 1 « li

Moreover, since

r'lK^ + rt-^-'-^wir^CEV1^"1'^!!!"!!* O'=o,i, -, ™-2),
*=y

we have

||2+ sV10"-1'*'!"!'.). Q.E.D.

Chapter II. Energy Inequalities (continued)

§ 5. Localizations

Let XQ &Rn+1xSn~\ then there is an r such that in the neighbourhood

the decomposition of A0(X) holds and condition (B) is satisfied. Of

course, r depends on X'Q. Here we denote

fi = X' e Rn+1 xS71-1-, \X'~X'Q \ <~ .
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Owing to the assumption (A), AQ(X) is independent of (t, x'} in

{t2jr \x/\2^>R2}9 therefore there exist {Xp}P=I,...,M such that

Especially, we may think

(*,,*£) XS-'CUVCX,) (*,'+|a:;r = l?, Af,<M).
P=I

Now we denote

W0(X'P)=W(X'P) U {(*, x', ?') eR^xS*-1; t2 + x'\2>R\

and

f~ ( r+1X (Rn~ {0});

(/» = !, •-, A/o),

rt+1X (J?n-{0});

then we have

uw+i x (ir - {0} ) c u w (x;) .

Let W(X;)n^(X0^0, then we have X'9f=V (X'J or Xj

Let X/
(L^V(X/

P), then a simple root of AQ(X) =0 at X' =X'P is always

simple along the straight line from X'p to X'q and double roots at X' =X'P

may be simple or may be double there with same pair.

Here we introduce a decomposition of unity depending on {P7(Xp)}?

that is, there exist {(pp(X'}} p=lt...,M such that

I] <pp (X') = 1 in Rn+1 X (R* - {0} ) , supp [^ (X') ] C W (X,) ,
p = l

where q>p(X'} are smooth and homogeneous of degree 0 with respect to

f.
Let
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be the decomposition of A0(X~) at X' =X'r in W(X'p}, where

Hpi (X~) = hfl (X)2 - &f (X') = (r - a?J (X'))2 - /3pi (X

and

Suitable extensions of Upi, b(/i} outside W (X'p) will be denoted by the

same notations. Hence we have

'X («"-<(>}),

where

Now, we denote

A£\X) p/ __-_——, pi —-_-—
Hpi(X) Hpi(X)

and

Lemma 5. 1. Let (p(X') be smooth and homogeneous of degree

0, and let its support be in W (X'p) 0 W (X^ then

Proof. Let
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then the following cases may happen:

(i) for j<dq, there exists i<dp such that Hqj(X} = Hpi(X),

(ii) for j<dq, there exist i^>dp and i'^>dp such that H

(iii) for j^>dq9 there exist j'>dq and i<dp such that hqj (X) h

(iv) for j^>dq9 there exists i^>dp such that hqj

Case (i) It is sufficient to show that

<C || *?« (£>') P'pi (D}<p(D")u || -i- HI « I,,.,}
fc=l

and

The latter is trivial, because

Now, let us consider

Since

we have

where
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therefore we have

\Kpt- (G?*°P;«°«0«, a",«°«0«

On the other hand, since

{ + {{0}}
fc=l

have

where

therefore we have

Lp{- \(D(d
£

Since

we have

i/,i-/,
Here we have

Case (ii) . It is sufficient to show that

(£>') PJ, (D) ?» (D') « II + II P

Since for X' e ^(XJ) R

P'
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= ,y/.
 1 - — (P*(X) -P*,

apl(X')-a,«,('

— (r rv (~V'\~\- (r-a,,(X ))-

X l + a ; ) - _ a ^ ( ( X ) f

pi
 7 7 7 - 7

we have

(iii). It is sufficient to show that

Npi

Since for X' e W (X'p~) ft W (X't)

(api(X
f) -atJ,(X'»P'pi(X),

Ptl. (X) = (r - aqj (X')) P;< (X) = PP<(X) + (a,( (X') - aqj (X') ) P;, (X) ,

we have

On the other hand, since

(r - atj) (r - a,,0 = (r - «„) 2 - /9pi ,

we have ^(X')¥=0 for X' e T^(X;) R tF(X,'), hence we have

(iv) . Since

, xyvhpi(X)
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we have

\\P*,<PU I] < \\Ptl*<pU I! + CM,., = \\Pfl°<pU ||

<\\PP&u\\+C'\\\u\\\m^. Q.E.D.

Now, we return to the problem of the localization of A(D). Using

the decomposition of unity {(pp(X
/)} p=lt...iSf, we have

= Dfcpf (£)') °dxA6 (D) - De A0 (£>) °9x<pf (£)') + Lr ,

where

Let 0P(^C/) be smooth and homogeneous of degree 0, whose support is

in W(X'P}, and 0JJ(X /)=1 on the support of <pp(X'}, Then we have

Moreover, we have from Lemma 5. 1

q = l q q=l

M

Hence we have

Lemma 5. 2 (Localization of A).

9=1

Now we apply Proposition 4. 3 and its corollary to localized operators

A(p\ then we have for

+ fill (A + r) -V,«12,
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+ r IV1" {IIP <»?,,« (0 l
Jo

-

llpw^co) |jz+ s ^"-'-'IM (0)111

n *
e~2rt(\\(ppAu(t) ||2+ 1] ||P(gVg^OO

JO 5 = 1

Summing them up with respect to p, we have

Theorem I. Let us assume Conditions (A) and (B), then there

exist 7o>0 and C>0 such that for

ft

Jo

Remark Let us denote

then
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^l (A + r) -1«|||i_i.r<|||«ii_ir+1 (A + r) -'wllli-i^lll (A + r) -

Corollary. Let

POO

J-oo m

then

Finally, we consider energy inequalities of higher order or lower

order.

Lemma 5. 3.

|| (DeA0) (D) u || + || (A + 1) -1 (D,AJ (D) u \\

<c <||p« ||

Proof. We have

|| (D, A,) (D) « || <
p=l

< S II (I>* Af >) (Z>) ft, (Z)') « || + C|| (A + 1) -^l
p = l

and

|| (^ + 1) -' (£>, A,) (D) « || < £ || (y( + 1) -' (Z), A.) (£>) <p, (£)')« II
p = l

< 2 II U + 1) -1

On the other hands, we have

(Df A?>) (api (X') , X') =0 mod

(DxAP)(api(X'),X'^0 mod

then we have
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j| Dt A?> (£>) v || + || (A + 1) -1 (DXA^ (Z>) v \\

<C(||P'»i;||+|HIU-.). Q-E.D.

Now, we remark

and we apply Theorem I, replacing Dxu instead of u, then we have

e-* ( \\PDxu (i) ||2 + f\\\D,u (0 t-2,r)

+r
o

,« (0)

J o

Therefore, together with Theorem I, we have for large f

-^ {\\\PU (o in; + r
2||| u (o |||;Ur} ^

<C I|||P« (0) m; + rl u (0) |;Ur + 1 [e~**\\Au (0 |||
I 7- Jo

Then we have step by step

Theorem I'. Let us assume Conditions (A) and (B) , then there

exist f f c>0 and Cfe>0 such that for T>7'fc

fr2!!!«(OIL_2+,,r:

<C. \\\\Pu (0) III + r'|||« (0) |||i_.,+ *.r + - ("*-""
I r Jo

Lemma 59 4.
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Proof. We have

From Lemma 5. 3, we have

|| u + r) -1 (DeA) (9, A.) (A + r) -'« ||

Now we apply Theorem I, replacing (^f + 7)"1^ instead of u, then

we have

<c { ||PGi + r) -'« (0) ||2 + rll (A + r) -'« (0) t _lpr}

Hence we have for large

<c IPU+r)- J« (0) ||

r jo

In this way, we have step by step
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Theorem I", Let us assume Conditio?is (A) and (B) , then there

exist 7*fc>0 and Cfc>0 such that for

e-^{\\p(A + r) ~ku (0 1|2 + rill (A + r) -1-** (0 IllUr}

+r fV^iiiP^+rt-^COII'+rllW+rt- '-
Jo

<cfc ||PG4 + r) ~ku (0) ||2 + fill (A + r) -J-*« (o) t_1>r

§ 6. Existence Theorems

First, we consider a slight variation of energy inequalities. Let (X,(t)

be a smooth function of t such that

a (0=1 for *>15

a(0=0 for *<-!,

and

0<«(0<1 for -

Let us denote a weight function

for |<?|<<1, then we have

Hence, let us denote

then we have

es (*) Z),« = (A + »0, (0 ) es (0 u ,

therefore we have

*s (0 A (A, D'») « = A (D, + fi&, (0, £>i) es (0 a = A (D«, D^ es (t) u .
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Since

AQ (X) = A, (X), A, (X) = A, (X) + 9rA0 (X) *& (f),

we have

Lemma 6.1. Let Conditions (A) and (B) be satisfied by A(D),

then they are satisfied also by A(D).

Now let us apply Corollary of Theorem I on A, then we have

P e-1"! Gi+ r)-'(*.«) (Olll!-i.r<fc<^r f" e~*rtA\\ ^u"> CO »y* •
J-oo ^ J-oo

Since

1 u+r) -le,ufm^,r>c {|| (^+r) -'.or1 («,«) II2

= cel{\\(A + r~)-1(Dt-i>
m-2

-£
fc=0

we have for large f

r e-^es (o i| (^ + r) -'« (0 ||i_i.r^<^ f " e-2rl
es (0

J-~ 74
 J-oo

Let us denote

er,r,(0=a(0er' + a(-0er/'

for \f — f'\<l, then

«rir.(0=«r'«.(0 (*=r'-r).
Hence we have

Proposition 68 2. Let T,Y'>YQ and if — T^ll^l, then

e_r^(tY\\Au(t} fdt
*f J —
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Corollary,, Let r, r'>r0, If — /'l^l,

Then Au = Av implies u = v.

Proof. Let w = u — v, then we have Aw = Q and

Then we have from Proposition 6. 2

r e_r,XO'|||«;(OIIIUr^<^ P e-r.-r-CO'll^W (0 11^ = 0 •
J — 00 J* J-OO

Q.E.D.

Next, let us consider the formal adjoint A* of A. Since

A*(D) = A0(D) + {£,(£>) + (D,9,A.) (D)}

we have

= At (X) + DedxA, (X) -

= A1(X)--^Df9*A0(X)=J

Here we have

Lemma 6. 3. Le^ Conditions (A) and (B) be satisfied by

then they are satisfied also by A*(D).

Hence, we have energy inequalities for A* (Z)) , corresponding to

Theorems I, I', I" for A(D). Therefore, in usual technique, ([5])

Theorem II. Let us assume Conditions (A) and (B) for

Then Cauchy problem:

' in

- n
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is -well posed in sense of Sobolev's space.

Chapter III. Flnlteness of Propagation Speed

§ 7, Change of Variables

Let us consider basic properties about the change of differential

operators caused by a change of variables. Let us denote

(*, x') = x=(xt, xlt ••-, xj, (r, r) = £ = (£., £,, • • - , £„),

and let x = <^(3/) be a change of variables x into y, and y = 0(.£) be

its inverse. Then we have

where

W O) =

and

Hence we have another change of variables X=(x,$} into

and its inverse:

Then we have

y=o j,k,i=o

n n

S0y«)(^)9»,- Zl
j-O j,k,l =

.7=0

that is,
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\ 0

where

H** (sO = (?*«,/> (y ) ) i,y=o,...,« = (dvtdy/pk (y) ) *, y,o,...,n ,

and

Hence we have

therefore we have

Lenima 7.1. Let a = a(X) and b = b(X), then

= - 9, a

and moreover

(a (X) , b (X) } , = {a (X (7 ) ) ,6 (X (7) ) } ,-

Now, let us consider

We denote

where ^j(Y) is homogeneous of degree m — j with respect to ??, and we

denote
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Lj,(Y)= Jl, (Y) - ±D,dyJl0 ( Y) ,
£

then we have

Lemma 7. 2.

and

JL, (Y) = A (X (Y) ) + 1 {D,9, A (X (Y) ) - (£)»9, A0) (X (Y) )

]

Proof Let us denote

where a>iv..im are invariant with respect to permutations of suffixes. Now

we consider

where

then we have

,) (y, Dy) o (9,S<1) (y,

Since we have from Lemma 7. 1
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= Dfst • d,$} + ±dtet • c s i?t#* A?,) = 4 E 7.0w,« o) ,
X fc=o z fc=o

we have

.
l» 3 1 "•

Here we have

<^o (3T) - 1! air.,ro 0 (y) ) *,, (7) .- 3im (7) = A, (X (Y) ) ,

and

where

f 2//«) (*) ?i w, w (y) 9,. A, = V 9,, {^(t) (0 (

= - S %(^) (y) ̂ «.*> U) ̂ i^o = - E

Q.E.D.

§ 8. Space-like Cliange of Variables

Let Fx be the open connected component of {£ ; A0(^, f) =7^0} con-

taining ? = (1, 0, • • - , 0). Let us say that y = 0(«z) = (0o(:c), •", 0n(.r)) is
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a space-like change of variables if dx(/}Q(x)

Lemma 8. I» Let y=(/)(x) be a space-like change of variables.

If the Condition (A) is satisfied by A(x,Dx), then it is satisfied

also by Jl(y,Dv)=A((p(y},t¥((p(y})Dy}.

Proof. We have from Lemma 7. 2

JlQ(y, TI) =

therefore we have

Moreover, since

A0(x9$)=£0 for

we have

Q.E.D.

Now, let us consider the decomposition of AQ(x, £) at X'=l

then we have

Lemma 8.2. L^^ C^/\0, ^/x^^ there exist £0>0

(i) H4

(ii) A*(

/or 0<e<£0,

Proo/. (i) Let
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where r+ (f ') >r_(f ')> and let

Then there exists £0>0 such that

that is,

r, + efl>r+(tf + eC') for 0<£<£o, C= (0, C')

because A0(^o, f) is hyperbolic with respect to each ^^F XQ. Let C— ($, C')

?o be fixed, then there exists c>0 such that

Because, choosing 6' <^6 such that (0', Q eT^, we have

that is

Here we have

(ii) Regarding ^(f) as r+(£'), we have in the same way

A,(a;o,?o + sQ=ro + e0-a:1(^+eC')>e^ for 0<s<£0.

Q.E.D.

Corollary. Let C= (9, C')

(i) {e-9f'ai(xo-C'}2— \ E
2 j,tc=i

(ii) fl-^iajCX.O-

Remark. d-d'^a^X'^ -C>0 (z = l, ••• )d') follow from (i) , because

Proof. (i) Let X0=(^0)a«(^o, ?o),?o), then
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Ht (X.) = 9rHt (*o) = d't H, (X0) = 0 ,

and

d*Ht (X.) = 2 , dtdtiHt (X.) = - 20^0, (XJ) ,

Vfc#* (*•) = 2de,a' TO di*a* TO - 9tM* TO -

Then we have by Taylor's expansion

Ht (x,, f „ + £Q = {9r«H, (X.) 02 + 2 :drdfiHt (X.) 0C,
2 j=i

. +0(e3)
^ J ^ ' t f c = l

>C£2

which means

(ii) Since

A, (X.) = 0, 9r A, (XO = 1 , 9e,ht (X.) = - 9f/K« (XI) ,

we have

which means

0-2 9^(XOCy>0 . Q.E.D.

Now denoting

we consider the decomposition of <JIQ(Y} at Y' = Yo = (y0, ̂ o)• Let o)0

be a root of JLQ(ft)5 Yx) = 0, and let Y0= (o)0, Y"o), then we have A0(Xo)

= 09 where

-X"0= (x0, f0) = C^(yo), lV(<p(yd
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Here, we consider the decomposition of A0(X) at X' = X'Q = (.TO, $ o ) :

then there exists unique number z (<: d) such that Hi(X^) — 0 or i

such that hi(X^) = 0. First, we consider the case of i^d, then we have

0) 77°) }
1=1

(9,0.) (x0) +; (9^0 (X.) (9,,0o) (x.) =0 ,

+ ] 9,0,
J=l

= (9r
2Hs) (X.) {(9(00) (xc)}24-2 fj (9r9f^{) (X.) (9{00) (x0

x (9^00) (x.) + S (dejdftHt-) (X.) (9x^00)
j, fc=l

= 2[{(9,00) (x.) -^(^00 (XJ) (9^00) (.r0)}

TO (9*,Z y , fc= i

Then, using Weierstrass' preparation theorem, we have

Ht (<p (y) , «y (^ (y) ) ?) =

where

Ill case of i^>d, we have by the similar reasoning

ht (<P (y) , T (p (y) ) 7) = (a) - 2 (y') ) /(Y) ,

where

Hence roots of ^AQ((j09 Y'Q) =0 are double at most, and therefore we
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have its smooth decomposition at Y' = Y'Q :

=<:(y)n#/oo n A, oo,
j = l j=8+l

where

Let Y0 = (aJy(YiJ), YJ), then it corresponds

X0 = X (Y,) = (p (y „) ,

and let

be the decomposition of A0(X) at X'=Xo, then we have

Lemma 8.3. If j<d, then there exists i(<d) such that

Ht (X (Y) ) = ft, ( Y) /, (Y) , f, (Y,) > 0,

A, (X (Y) ) = (w - a, (YO ) 9, (Y) , g, (Y0)

, then there exists i(^>d) such thai

where //QO and (7yOO are smooth in a neighbourhood of Y — YQ.

§ 9. Space-like Change of Variables and Condition (B)

Now we consider whether condition (B) is satisfied or not for <^,

given by space-like change of variables of A. Let

m-8

5/,7=0+1

j=8+I

be the decomposition of <JIQ(Y) at Y/=Y^. Let j<(J, then there exists

the decomposition of A0(X) at Z^XJ =^x (ro) =X'
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A, (X) =cf[Ht (X) "ff ht (X}

} n (r-a«(XO),
i=l <=d+l

where there exists z(— ̂ ) sucn that

H4 (X) = 5, (Y) /, (Y) ,

that is,

(r - a, (XO ) ' - A (^0 = { (tf - a, 0") ) f

Moreover, we have

r - at (XO = C<» - 5, CT ) ) gf, (F) , 0, 00 =£0 ,

then ^ve have

Let ci) = o:y(Y'0» t^1611 we have

Let

then we have

~ rf _*/

where

i<» (y') =:/. (5. (Y') ? y/) -i/i^co (xf (&, (Y') , Y7)) (* = !,»•,

Hence

Lemma 9. 1. L££ (B. 1) be satisfied for A, then it is also

satisfied for <J[.
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Next, differentiate (*) with respect to a) and let o)=aj(Y
/}9 then

we have

- (9./90 (X' (a, (7' ) , y ) ) = 2 (&, (F' ) - 2, (¥') ) /, (S, (7') , Y')

+ { (5, (y ) - a, (y) ) 2 - /?, (y ) > (9./,) («, or7) , Y')

=2(3,0") -3yo"))//&(n,n
- & (^' (a, en , y ) > /, (5, (70 , y ) -' (

that is,

+ 0( (x
f (&j (Y') , y ) ) /, (5, (y ) , y ) ) -1

Hence

Lemma 9. 2. L#£ (5. 1) &e satisfied for A, then

ay(n-a/cn^o mod (^(n,-,^^)).

Corollary. L^^ (5. 1) a/zJ (5. 2) £e satisfied for A, then (B. 2)

z's satisfied also for <Jl.

Proof. We have from Lemma 7. 2 and Lemma 9. 2

Z^ (2, (FO , r) ^L^ (a, (FO , FO ^L (a, (X7) , X')

mod 6(y)CT). Q.E.D.

Finally, we consider of Conditions (B. 3) and (B. 4) . Condition (B. 3)

for A is

} ̂ 0 mod

which is equivalent to

{ (0 - fi, (Y' ) ) fir, (7) , #«> (X' (Y) ) } -0 mod &« (X' (Y) )

from the corollary of Lemma 7. 1. Let (fl^OjCO in the latter equality,

then we have

{a>-&(X")&P(Y"}=0 mod 5»>(Y' .
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In the same way, Condition (B. 4) is

{b? (X') , b?> (X")}=0 mod 6W (X") ,

which is equivalent to

(b? (Xf (Y) ) , b?> (X' (Y) ) } =0 mod fe«> (X' (Y) ) .

Let co = a/(F/), then we have

') + dmb? (X' (&, (Y') ,Y'» (<»-&, (Y') ) ,

mod few(Y')-

Since

{ffl-aXy'),^'^')}^ mod 6<«(y'),

we have

^>(Y /),^y)(lr/)}sO mod S«>(F').

On the other hands, we have from Lemma 9. 2

&, en ~ a, en = s c, (Fo IP en ,
therefore

{a, on - a, cr o f iv (ro } ̂ s ^ e
mod 6 (y)(r7)-

Moreover, we have

{o> - 2, CO , ft«> (YO } = {0 - 5, (Y

+ {ay(Y /)-ay(5r /),^)(lr /)}^0 mod

Here we have

Lemma 9, 3. Let us assume conditions (B. 1) , (B. 3) , (B. 4)

/or A5 then -we have (B. 3) , (B. 4) /or ^?,

Proposition 9. 40 L^^ z^5 assume that Conditions (A) and (B)

are satisfied by A, then they are satisfied also by Jl which is given

by a space-like change of variables of A.
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§ 10. Finiteness of Propagation Speed

Let us denote Fx be the connected component of

containing f = (1, 0, • • • , 0). Fx is an open convex cone. Let

^oO,f)=f[(r-r,(^n), f=(r ,O,
J=l

r(-r,O -max r, (*,?')»
/

then

Moreover, we denote

/* = interior of
j;

then P is also an open convex cone and

r = {$ = (r, S ') e .R^1 ; r> r (O } , r (O = s«P r (x, f) ,
a;

where r(f7) is continuous in i?n-{0}, because of the convexity of F.

Next, we consider the dual cone F' of F:

Let us fix a=(l9 a') ^F', then we have a change of variables

o?o,i?') = o-f,r> i.e. c^ n = (%-«'•?', ?') •
If r(f) is smooth, then 5 = 97" fl {<z-f = l} is represented by

5=tf=(7,-a /-7 / ,7');7o=l, l-a'-V^rCv')},

and 5" = 9r'n {^o=l} is represented by

Moreover if

rank (0h0f/r (f ') ) <f /. l f ..... = » - 1

for f 'eJR71— {0}, then 57 becomes a smooth manifold of dimension 7Z

Then there exists a smooth function f(x'} such that
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S'={:c';/(:O=0},

interior domain of S' = {xf; f(x'}

x =
.To

In general, we shall see that /^ can be approximated from the inside by

such cones stated above, that is,

Lemma 10. 1. There exist smooth open convex cones {Fk} &=i,2,...

such that

and

rank

Proof, Since Q = P^\ {a^ = 1} is convex, there exist smooth and

strictly convex domains {Qk} fc=i>2>... such that

5*cfl*+i, \jQk=Q.fc=i

Let

7\ = convex hull of ,2^ and {0},

then we have the desired properties. Q.E.D.

Coroilarye F'k and F' are represented by

, f

'= n H= x= (x,, x');

where
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XQ

Lemma 10. 2e Let T>0, then there exist smooth approximat-

ing functions {(pj(x)} j=li2... such that dx<pj(x)&r and

AC AC-,

where

Proof In the corollary of Lemma 10. 1, we have

r; - x = '
XQ

where

Let us consider the change of variable: (.r0, •£') = (^o, yr + &' '

(yo,y /) = (^o,^ /-^ /-^o). Then we have 9,i = 9,Q + ^x -9i, and
^c7 \- )=0 can be solved with respect to yQ:

that is,

xQ = (pk(x' -a'

Since dx\fJ— )leF f t, we have

Moreover

== sup

where we may assume
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Let

then we have

Now, we operate Friedrichs' mollifier pfi# on each 0y(y / ) J then there

exist £/>() such that

in

where

Let

0^ O) —xa — (pj (V — a'xj), Dj= {(fij (x) > 0} ,

then

9,0, O) = (1 + a' • (9$,) (*' - a'^0) , - 9',̂  (x7 - a'*,) )

= p4j.* (1 + a' - 9'f0/f - 9',̂ ) e r. Q.E.D.

Using the sweeping out method, we have

Theorem III. Let us assume Conditions (A) and (B) . Let

a= O0j *O eUn+1(a0>0) aT?^ w satisfy

Au=Q in

-r'} n

Corollary,, Theorems II and III mean that Conditions (A) and

(B) are sufficient for the Cauchy problem of A to be £-well posed.
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